
Supplementary Notice 

 

Director related： 

1. Pre-competition showing section: 12 contestants are supposed to come to the stage together 

before the start of women’s competition. After that, two players who are going to compete 

are left there while others should leave under the on-site guidance. Pre-competition 

showing section of men’s competition is the same as women’s.  

2. Etiquette of the competition: green party enters the venue first and red party follows. After 

both parties get to their coach seats respectively, green party should walk around the venue 

once first and display two typical taekwondo standing postures or kicking techniques. Then, 

red party repeats what green party does. After finishing this, two parties come to the field 

and show “against standing posture”. The referee should then perform competition etiquette 

and announce the start of the competition. When the competition is finished, both parties 

should hug or shake hands and give a salute. The winning party need go around the stadium 

to thank the audience and guests in the stadium.  

 

Competition related： 

Foot wears：contestants should enter the internal field wearing unified special slippers provided 

by the organizing committee, then take off them on the coach seats and come to the field with 

bared feet 

 

Production related: 

1. Rehearsal：contestants and coaches need to take part in rehearsal at the specific time 

designated by the organizing committee. The time is 14:00 (pm) on Dec 28, 2017.  

2. Spiritual outlook: athletes should be filled with vigor when they come to the court and show 

a positive state.  

 

News related： 

1. News conference related: official news conference of season 2017-2018 World Taekwondo 

Grand Slam Champions Series will start at 16:00 (Beijing time) on Dec 28, 2017. All 



attendees should wear formal clothes on the occasion, including officials, coaches and 

athletes who will take part in the competition on Dec 30, 2017. Attendees should prepare 

for formal clothes by themselves. Men should wear suits and women formal dress.  

2. Shooting and interviews on the venue: athletes have the obligation to attend the official 

make-up photographing and official interview section. This section will be conducted three 

days before competition day. Specific time will be informed by the organizing committee 

during the registration section.  

3. Notice of special award: 7 special awards will be set up in this competition. Related notice 

has been sent to the contestants’ mailbox, please check it timely. 

Provide basic photos: contestants are supposed to provide photos according to the requirements 

of the organizing committee, including 1 front make-up photo, 1 left and right side photo 

respectively, three photos in total. To shoot the photo, contestants should wear taekwondo suits. 

The photo should be set vertically and with plain background and its size should be no more 

than 2M. Please provide us with photos before 00:00 on Dec 28,2017. The demonstrative photo 

is shown as follows:  



 


